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Abstract

A distinction was made between two aspects of spatial perspective-taking

competence: (1) rules, such as the generalization that two observers

will have the same view of _Ilaz object array if in the same viewing
My.

position and different vieus of it if in different viewing positions;

(2) computation, sudh, as th, cognitive process of..soting which'feature,

of this object array are closest to another Observer for Cae purpose of

estimating how the array appears from that obsexVer's.position. Children

s.
of grades 1, 3, and 5 were 'even three kinds of problems to solve as

1 40
quickly as they could: (1) C problems, solvable only by computatioa;

(2) R. problems, solvable only by applying the above ,rule;7 (3) RC problems,

solvable either-by computation or by rule: The task conditions Imre such

- .

that computation-based solutions ordinarily required several seconds to

W-

execute whereas rule-based solutions could beachieved with zero-order

letencies ma* children proved likelier than younger ones to solve

R problems correctly, solve themwith zero-order lateacies, and verbalize

rule use in inquiry.

who used,the rule to

LAtencyand inquiry data sug3ested that the'Children

solve Roproblems also chose to solve RC problems by

role gather than by computation. It was concluded that a number-of

subjects possessed the rule, consciously and deliberately used.it in

solving concrete perspective-takiog problems, and believed in its general

veracity enough to rely oa it when thay did not have to (RC problems).
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' Solving Spatial Perspective...Taking Problems

by Rule vs. Computation: &Developmental Study

.: .

&distinction can be made between rules and computation in the area

of spatial.perspective-taking and its development. Let S represent the. . .

subject, X an.object array,:end 0 another person Oho VieVe- X from a

ntation point different from S's._Computation refersto the atual _

cognitive.processes S uses to estimate ("compute") how X appears io 0.

S sees,X ,0 and,the spati4Irlation between X and 21:and from this . ,

visual iFformaticon somehow constructs a rppresentation (accurate or in-

accurate) of.,how X looks from O's perspective. peyeral possible compute-.
tAoil proces.ses have° recently, been :Investted (Ruttenlocher & Presson,

1973; liarma, 1975; Shantz, 1975). S might try to rotate X mentalli
4

until Ots side of X is visualized as facing 11, conversely, S might try

to rotate him/herself imaginally into O's position.. Mother process .

would be to infelfrom the visual information tbat one object in the X:

,

array partly blecks Ots view of another obfict, that this object appiltrs

right-rear of that one from O'S point ol view, etc. Tie know very little

at present about the effects of develcipmental and inaividual differences

in cognitive abilities on what computation processes are spontaneously ,

applitd with what results to ,what kinds of S -0-X prriklens:

Rules refer to general relationships among observer positions and

observer visual experiences, relationbhips Which are essentially invariant

across Xs: The fact that thele rdles hold true regardless of the specific

physical properties of X is one of the things that'distinguishes. them

from compdtatiOn. From example,,ifS is to determine hov X looks to 0

4



by means of mental rotation or some oth comPutation procedure, s/he

obviously needs to be able to see X or ot erwise obtain detailed iufor-

notion stout its physical characteristics nd orientation. Contrast

this with the perspective-taking rule vhicL asserts that 2. wodld .

'appear to S as'it'does to 0, if t were a/ to view X from O's station

point (cf. Pishbein, Lewis, & Keiffer, 1972). An S Who knows this rule

obviously needs no specific information attin-about a given X to be sire

that the rlie will hol4 true for that X. Like.computation processes,

neral rules of this sort can play important roles in the solving of

{8;ncrete perspective-taking problems. It is hard to see why.an S.

would spontaneously try to rotate him/herself meiitally into O's position,
0, .

for instance, unless stheqeme the abovementiwed rule in some senseV

Conversely, like rAles, computation processes can become general, across-

-
tasks solution strategiesgeneral "rules of procedure:" in effect. The

, .

growing child could therefore come to Selieve that, say, rotation of.
, .

self or array is a sensible.solutien procedure to.try for any 34 just
. . r

.!

as s/he could come co know

C

he rule that, for any X; his/her view of X

would be identical to O's f s/he were_at O'a station point., _^

A fairly sizable literature on the developmental aspects of spatial

e

perspective-taking has accumulated eince Piagen'and'InhOder's (1956) .

pioneering work (see Shantz, 1975). However, the distinction between

acquiring computation procedures and acquiiing general rules about

perspectives has not been made either clearly or often, even at the

purely conceptual level (Fishbein et al",1972; Plavell, 1974; Piaget &

Inhelder, 1956). It does not appear to have been made at the experimental

5
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level at all, prior to a recentqitudy by Salatas and Flavell (1976).

They assessed 6- and 8-year-olds' (kindergarten and second grade

children's) command Of two.rules: (1) one4poaition ..'0U8 view - -an

observer has one and only one^vieW of le from any single viewing

tosition; and (2) different positions - different views--a particular

\
view cannot normall.y1 be seen from more than one viewing position around

X, and hence different observer positions normally imply different

views. The X in this stUdy consisted of three girl dolls seated .
0

diagonally on a square board. There were four'"observers," one on

each side of the board: S, the child subject (OP); a small Donald Puck

, doll (90° to S's right); Goofy (1800); and Mickey HMSO (270°). The,child

wus first taken to.each of these four viewing positions in turn and 'asked

to select that picture (color photograph), from the set of four spread

before ilimiher, which sho;ed exactly haw the dolls looked from that'

position. -If the child Chose the wrong picture his/her error was

corrected an&s/he wns asked to choose age's. Almost all children at
4

both age levels were selectimg the correct picture on the first try by

-the time, they reached the third or fourth viowing position.

-Understanding of rule 1 was then tested by asking the subject to

evaluate, one at a tike, each picture from a larger set bi answering

6

the question, "Does this picturesho* how thedolle look to

Mickey)t" Tfilw.serial-choice proceaure'allowed the child-to end

up having selected morelhan a single picture as representimg that O's

view. If the dkild:dia eilect more than one, s/he wawfitst asked if

the ones selecehd were all exactiy.the'same (all children said they were

not); and then ;isked if sihe still iitought they all showed exactly how

6
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the dolls looked to that 0. The child was credited with rule 1 if

s/he consistently either chose only one picture initially; or else -

spontaneously reduced hiskir selected set down to one following the

second question. The child was next Asked if the selected picture(s)

could also show exactly bow the dolls looked to another 0 In a different

location (e.g., Goofy), then another, etc. -The child waszcredited

with rule.2 if s/he consistently sail it or they could not.

The results.suggested4that rule I may be acquired earlier in

hildhood than rule2. Nbst subjects of both age levels seemed to

c gnize that no more than one depicted view could be-seen from a

single.station point; In contrast, only about on'e-fourth of the 6..year

olds and aboutimo-thirds of the 8-year-olds consistently denied that

one O's depicted view cduld be seen by etherOs ,at different station

points. In addition, command ef rule 2 did not-appear tb be as general

and context-independent as me had expected,. at least at this age level

and in this teak setting, Achild could initially either (a) correctly

identify an O's deiictad view, (b) make a nonegocentric error (selecting

neither O's view nor the child's own), or (c) make an ei,ocentrieerrbr

(selecting histher oun). Which of these sthe.did.seemed to have some

influence on the child's anbsequent adherence/nonadherence to rule 2.

A

The Child was likeliest to go on to say. thaethe other observers could

also see that same lam, contra rule 2, if that view were egocentric (e),

less likely if it were nonegocentric but incorrect (b), and least likely

if It were cor:ect (a). At the sale time, the rule-computativedistito-

tion waa clearly evident in tye data.. Individnal subjects could arp.d did
..

mat!. computation (view-selection) Arrora while Still'atting as if they
;

7
0
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fully-understood rules 1 and 2, an4 correct view selections were some-

t$mes followed by attributions of those same views to,obserVers in

other positiOns.

The purOose of the present study was to follow up and extend the

research of Salatas and Pleven (1976). The knowledge about perspectiyea

Investigated was their,rule 2 (different positions - different views)

plus 1.6 corollary, namely, that CW3'08 fooking from the same station

poinewill have the same view of X (same position - same vie0). the

latter will be recognized as the rule mentioned at the beginning Of this,

article, appl$ed to two Os rather than to S and. O.. Childlten were pre-

sented with three typesof problems: q,g4 aid RC. In C (6Mputation)

problems, theehild saw Salatao.and Pleven's three...object X, au 0
0

-

located to the child's lett of X, and two pictures (photographs). One

picture showed _Ts view of A and the other showed the view of,X from

the opposite side of X, to 'the ri$ht. The ciild's task in this

essentially conventional perspective-taking problem was to compute O's

view from the visual evidence and select the correct (0-view) picture.

In R,(rule) problems, the child again saw 0 and the two view pictures,

but I was covered with aeboA so the_child could not see it,, 0 could

see the array.through au opening on his side of the box, ,however, and-

there was a similar opening-on the opposite side from 0. A second
4

observer was also shown looking at X, either from COa Station:point

(on 118 problems) or from the opposite aide (on %problems). ,The child

was informed.which of the two pictuies showed tie seCOnd.obserVer's view,

and was told that thid information was a "hint" that trould,help him/her

figure out which picture showed O's.view. .It is apparQnt that, despite'
et.

8

0 .0
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the impossibility of direct Computation in ei,ther case, Rd problenm can

be sOlved by using ruie 2 and Rs problems by applying its corollary.

RC
s and R041 (rule or computation) problems were identical "to RS and Rd

iroblems, respectbely, excipt that 1:was not covered by the box and

ence...was visible tb the child as well as 03 t he observers. A child

'couid thus solve RC problems e#herby rule, by computation, or by some

combination of the tWo methods. SubjeCtS were urged en all-three types

of problemsto indicate their piCture choice just as soon as they were
a

sure of it, and response latencies were recorded. The exPerimental

set up.and Reocedures were such that it normally to\uk subjects a matter

of secoads to.solve probkmns by computation. In contrast, latencies

for rulembased solutiont could be zero-order, since the second observer's

picture was known to the child hefori the signal to solve the a and RC

prOblems was given;

CompatisodS with the Salatai and Plavell (1976) study may be useful

in highlighting'special features of this study. Most Important, that

study sought primarily to assess rule.lcnoyledge; this study; both rule

knowiedge'and rule use. In that studyt ehe etild could only show his/

her.knowledge of rule 2 by the answers stile gave to explicit questions '

about whether other Os in other viewing positim.s could see X as this 0

0
does. In this study we also asked the child questions, but only in.a

posttest Inquiry. We were primarily interested In when- -or indeed,

whetherthe developing elementary school age child would nonVerbally

testify to the possession of rule knowledge by actually using that

4

knowledge, "on line," to solve real if somewhat peculiar Perspective-

taking problems. A rule user coula solve R problems at least as accurately

9
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and much more quickly them C problemi, since computation processes ob-
- .

.
... .

.

vioUSly take time and are potentially subject to "performance errors"
,

even in a skilled peispectivemitaker.

We.,slso have the possibility,4as Salatas awl Plaveil (1976) did

.
not, of estimating how much the children tram the rules 'and how

explicitly they understand them...Suppose a child bolves,all three types
%

of problems quite accurately, the C problems in a few seconds and the R

problems in a'fraction,of s:second. Row rapidly does One solve.the RC

problems? It mighi depend upon his/her developmental level. Older .

subjects, for whom the rules'have perhaps-become explicit, coepletely

' general, smniznlecessary truths, might 'solve RC problem') exactly like R'

problems, feeling sure that subsequent computation would always confirm

picture selections"based solely on rule use. tounger ones, for whom the

rules may mit yet have become as well articulated and is contexti4tee,

might elect to'solve them like C problems, thereby shoeing an overall

strategy of using rules when nececsary but computing when possible. Still

other, internediate solution'patterns are imaglinable, such.as.computing

minitial RC trials in cider to verify the trus tworthiness of the rules

and later switching t o, rule-only strategy in order to aChieve the rapid .

soluti9nr the experinenter wants, These experimental:features; together

with\others'to be described, should provide a richer pictums,than the :

---

Salatas and navel]. (1976) procedures could of the development of tule

knowledge as well as rule use.

lbere-were also other differences between the two sgudies. Pre.

Winery instructions end familiarization with trIc requirements; pro-
.

cedures, and materials Were more extensive in the present study,*,There
V V

were also more Conventional (C tipe) vtew selection'test trials =which
1'

.
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to gain practice in computing;'only one 0 mseleet a view picture for;
, .

.
. . .

. . and only two view.pictures present to-choose-between, neither of which

. $
.

.
. tempts egocentric responding by showeag the child's owlemiew. These and

. ei) .

. Tossibli other features seem to have resulted in a distinctly higher
a 0

level of Computagen performance in the present study,''especially71W:the
%

iecond of our two experiments. This Is a highly desirable cutom",- .

-because it provIdes added assuranci that the children teally,Raderstood

the taet demmnds--en etrerpresent Oreblem in spatial perspective-taking
.

tasks. flnally, we dpf not have to worry /bout the child's ability D3

use fule 2 being dependent en the correctness or certiln0 of the child's

initial view oomputation: the child did not have to compute the'second

observer's view in R and.RC problems et all, since that viewitss
.

identified for him/her by the experimenter. In the 4ree.t/pes of

problems used in this 8010, then, the conceptual alsilhetionlbetWeen

rules and computation seems cluar,, and thaexporimpntal uncohfounding of

,
the two seems complete.

TM, experiments were dsne. Since the twO mere quite similar and

their results Will be.repeatedly compared,.they are reported togethir

below.

. METHOD
4..

. . Expeiiment 1

Sub j e c t 8.

i
.

Seventy-four children randomly selected from the flist, third, a64 v
...:

. fifth grades of ea elementary school in a largely,iddle-class suburb

.. .

of Minneapolis-St. Pail particiPared in.thii experlient. Two third grade
.

.

_amass weri teseed initially 'but exeluded4b6cause theyivere suspicious
. ,

.

. .

beim tricked. ,The remaining12 chil.dren Were 12 boys and 12 girlbsat
4`.

t
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each of the three grid* levels. The mean age ot the first graders was
.,. , - .

6 years 8 months,.with .a ran3e of 6, yeavs. 3 months to 7 Yeare 0 mdatha.,

the mean sga of th4 thirdgraders Wla 8 years 7 ionths, with a range of
et

8. years 3,monthA ts; 9 years,b months.

was .7 months, with a range' of
.

Apparatus end Naterials

.

The mem; age, of,the fifth graders.
,

A
10 years 3 months t9'10 years 11-arinths,

. -
three dolls .(12 cm x 14 cal x.19 cm) ie different.colired dresses

were placed diaggn ly (sA Pigtsre' 1, Salatas & Fla-went. 1976) 4:?i a

49.5 cm ic 49:5 cta.bo
,d which rotated on a Lazy Susan.. Each doll !sat

facing forward with a bottle in its right hand. Two dolls (7 cm x ,

z \ .
5.5 cm x 14. cm), Mickey Nouse and Donald Thick, eeirved as "obssrvars."

Donald was always situated at the slide to the child's lef.. en I apd

RC trials;only, Mickey was seated either on' the ?same side, as DimeAd;t

(R8 "and.RCs trials)..4 sm the opposite side (Read RC_, trials). Your
-

a
cbloned photoir"phs (12..5 cm x 17.5, cm) dipioted th.e'-four cardinal ilinkt .

'of the Array; one test pair consisted "Of the.front and baqk views of.the

doll-a,, the. other of.the blo side vie:40 of the dolls., Pcir aach:trialc one
. . , . , ..,

test Pair was
.
placed- in

,.

front Of :the child on a 35 cm x 40 cal m 5.clik
4.; .

. 0 :
response bat. -A 60 catx 52 :sox 38 cm cardboard box covered the :, .

. .

stimulus ,array at the beginningeof everi.trial,.. Tho 20 am x 24 cta
_

"windows" were cut in the middle' of oppdatte sides of this box, Fir-.
. ..

mitting the ,observer Aolls, but not .the child, to,"sea" the. stir. 41.1.
. - . .,4

v"
....-- 4 V . . .

array. A 25,cm x 40 cm is3;-.5a lid Apvered the, two photographs, ileavilsg
. .. . . - . .. ,_.

... __,- ... :exposed-two- response buttons located to the right, oicthe _photoitpapha: ..r. .
4 ' '. r . ' .. -

' %en this lid was removed,,a micro-switch Activated a tiler (Industrial,. ',./..
- .! r t

-. ;
'timer,, mo4el C71.00) and doreappri of either.responselbuttqn 'topped, it,. ...

, .
,. . . .. . t

.. i

7

therthy recording response latencies:

A
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Procedure

Pretraining session. The child was seated behind Donald, both

facing the dale. For each of the four cardlhal views of the dolls,

the,experimenter instructed the.child to. "polit to the pictuni that

Shvls how the dolls look to Donald" from Among the four photographs.'

Incorrect responses were corrected by poii't4ig out the view's distinOtios-

features`in a standardizel manner ana,the chi,d.ves subsequently re--'

'

tested on that view. next the child was seated t t4e side to Donald's
\\ .

right. Beginning with the dolls, facing the child, the experimenter

presented the child with the photograph of Donald's.view and asked,

"When the dollé are prned like this, is this liow-they looklo Donald?"

Allis procedure was repeated for.the remaining three vimws. An incoriect

response was corrected in a"standardixed manner, as above,-anethe child

yea subsequently retested on thateview in a forced choice slitiation

using the-other photograph of the test pair as the comparison picture.

Training seisien. The children, umre trained on the three typeaof

problems in this fixedvsequence of four trialst CI C, gs, and Rd. The

child was told to close his/her eyes while each task was being set up.
,

The experimenter then set up the first C trial by covering t16 dolls

with the box, placini the teat pair of photographs which incIaed Donald's

view on the response box, end covering themmith the lid. After

reopening his/her eyes,' the'child was told that when the iirit experimenter

said "Go," the second experimenter wou2dssimi4teneons4 uncover the

dolls and the pictWres, and the child should then indicate which picture
, ,

corrected ,as in the pretraining. Additional iniormation was presented

shows Donald's viea by pushing thel utton next to it. Errors Were

1:3
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on the second C trial: "There is always a right answer. One picture

always shows you how the dolls lodk to Donald, and one doesn't. But

sometimes.that right ansver will be down here, and sometiees it will

be up here. Each time when Cindy sets it up, She turns the doils

around, so how it was before won't help you. You'll have to figure it

out all over again each time. OK? How you noticed that when we. un-

covered the pictures, this timer welit around.and when you pushed this

button, it stopped. Because the timer is going, we want you to push

the buttons as fast as you can, but not until you have figured out the

ht answer. So first you figure out which one Donald sees, then you

push the button. Now, if you push the wrong button, tell us anH we'll

let you do it over again. (The trial was repeated later in the session

when thiM happened.) Each time before you start we Want you to Out your

hand up'here (on the table) so you can get to the buttons. OK? Let's %

try it. Go."

Next, the child was presented with a R; trial. %Ile the child's

eyes were.closed, the experimenter placed Mickey next to Donald and a ,

tag with a picture of Nickey on ic under the corresponding picture.

The pictuie of Mickey on the tag was clearly visible while the pictures

themselves were covered. The dhild was instructed; "Now we have Nickey

with us. He is in the saw, plece as Dggald.. He's looking through the

same window. This tag tells you that this Picture is how the dolls look

to,Mickey. Nawla're still interested la hoW the dolls look to Donald.

Mickey will be heie a2lot, and each time I'll tell you Wat'hil sees,

but we never want to know what ilIckey imes--only Donald. I'll nevir isk,

'How do the dolls look to Hickey?'"but always, 'How do the dolls look to

DonaldV This tag is a hint. 4If Yoi know how the dolls.look to-NlekeT,

14
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that can help you figure out how they look,to Donald. Sometimes Donald

will 'see the same thing as Mickey, BO when I'ask, 'Bow do the dolls n

look to Donald?' this (shakes tag) will be the right answer. But -

sometimes Donald iron't see the .ieme thing as Mickey,'iOwhen I ask,
011.

'Row do the'dolls look to' Donald?' this,will be the right answer. 'Each

time'you'll have to figure out if the dolls look the same or different

0 to Macey and Donald., OK? VW, this ttme'Cindy isn't going to unCover

the dolls.- And you'll still have to figure out, ' usinithe hint, how

the-d011s look to Donald., OK? Go." Errors were Oarreeted -in the

following manner: "/ liked the way you'pushed the'buttOn,,but this is

the right _timer. Remetheeahen,We'ssid that sometimes Do-nald dees the

same thingles'Mickey? the dolls look thi'iime to Donald

and Mickey. Donald and Bloke are in the same place. They ire looking

throush the lemeisindow. Thfè time they see the same thing: Rut maybe

next time they won't; OK?"'

Finally am RCd trial was intr,oduced. The experimenter plaCed

Mickey on the side of the box opposite Donald's Bides rotated the dolls,

and placed the_appropriate photoraphs on the response box, with Hickey's

tag under the photograph of his view. "Ibis time Hickey is Overlbere.

Ee's in a different place thou./Wald. Be's looking throueh different
.

window. And this picture shows how the dolls look to Hickey, though

were s.pik.lioing tofigure out how they look io Donald. This ttme

Cindy is going to uncover the dolls. OK? Go." Errors wereoorrected

in the following manner: "Good, only this is the right _picture. You..

can figure this one out a couple ofs*Ys. Renemberwe said that sometimes
,

Mickey sees the sam.thing and sometimes he sees something different.

15
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Well, this, time 111.ckey sees sontething'different from Donald. Re's in a

different place.. He's looking through a different window. bo this is

the right answer. Also, does Donald see the &roots or the backs? The

hacks? Which one ol these is a picture of the bac.ks. This, one. Mae*

right. So' there are a. couple ways you, can do thia. Ore

All children received these four training trials in, the same order.
_ .

The nature of. Donald's view and the location of the correct -phoXograph;.

on the response board was given in a, fixedi',gan4,9m:order. overntrialst.,

All, children successfully completed the training session, .

Test trials. Bach child.received 24..test triii0, 8

C, and RC; witbin R, there were 4ttrials,each ofsaktype.R6,andl4 , -'!
4 -

and within RC, 4 trials each of RC and RO.. Trials were.toresenteda
in four uninterrupted blocks of iix trials., 140bAlock oontaingdAvotil

C trials, and one:each_of subtype 141, Re.RCivamd RC. Z1hch sebject,'

received the three types of trials in a fixed alternating-order iso

that no type of trial was experienced twice i I itoN`r.' Thie 6*delor.

remained fixed over trial blocks. 'ilk t,
anti lig problems were used'across subject*. -Thehociiiion of -th*)%";-iti,

RC8, and#11Cd -trials and the two C trials within a b1otkCoesitx3iis aid .°."'

that each occupied a different ordinal positiOn vicrese't,11.4-11SOctrdire

The location of the correct photograph on tIve- reSpoline' board on ach

trial vas given in a fixed rattdOm'oraér acrOis' asu? .siajibli: 14 "
type of R, C, apd RC trial vial of the fooir èardinal 1' iiaitorwildhoo"')

view twice during-the session.-
_

Before each 1/ or RC trial lackey's lOcatiOn sniti 1ó1id va" i '

"Re's in the same (a different-) place than Donald," and tlie'lOCaifoic

16 .
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of the, tag by, "This 4-4 how the dolls, look to 4tekey." Oa C triais it

was ment'«oned that Donald vae all by himself. The child was also told

on each trial whether or not the box, was coming off.. ,

,Inouiry. After Completion of-the last test trial, the child was

asked how sthe aolved the P. Ind C problems. ',Questions. were asked iu

a standardized fashion snd preblese werA resonstructed.as memory aids' -

C.

whenever necessary.. ,Unfortunaiely,- the inqutry was -not -added. to ;the ,

-procedure until 3 firrst.gradere and 5 figtk.gradere.had been tested.

. Mmitra_t 2. t.

It was decided to do. an, "improved" -replAcatio4-with-variation for...

several reasons. , Rivet and foremost, an aPparent inability.on_the part -.

of some children to assimilate Auic.kly the Anformation describing the

upcoming trial sometites seemed to result in careless errors.. Because

the rapid,_uninterrupted sequence bf 24 test trials **it have teen

responsible foipthis inability, a 5-second;rxhink period" Nas inserted

iS between the description of each trial and the "Go" command in Experi-
-

ment Z. It was hoped that thAs modification would help sthjects perform

at the highest level of which they were ,capable. Secoad, the experimenters

v noticed that children with low latencies ,often inched-ttheiv fingen

toweled thi4corr2vot sesponse button on P. and' RC.trials dqr_ing the descrip-

tion of _the triel; finger:movements, therefore, wsre-syatematigailf,

recorded in.ExperAment 2., Thi>rd children who made-iitorrect choices. .

on trials during the.,training session.received- feedback.about their
v.

performance .thatowas qop Aeceived by cbildven,-Ao- made correct tschojues ..

This 'feedback contained, potential1 nsefuji. informatiowiaboutmautione

strategies. Consequently, in Experiment 2 the expirimenter, gave the

17
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same feedback following co'rrect and incorrect responses. Fourth, the

training session exposed the children only to C, R:, and Red trfals'prior

,to the test trials-. In Experiment 2, therefore; they were-itlso Oven

practice Rd and Res trials after the training'tessioit. 'ince no feect--

back wee given on these two triala; *they were indistinguishable frém

test trials from the subject's Point of view. Pillr, the-inclufry wa

unsystematic inits useof trial reconstrUction to'elicierefoite etv

st....ving, strategies. The inqUiry 'in -Experiment .Z therefiire hid the-child

complete the appropriate trial immediate-1Y Iefora being alied.how it ins

solved. In addiffon, ,the child wa asked hw Wat'solved'as

well fa an R and a C trial; on ell three types, *the children irete'also

asked *at they did during the thifik peijod.

Subjects

Fifty-two childien,randomly selected from the:first end thirci
a

grades of .another elementary school in a primarily' middie-cless

suburb *of Mi;lneapolis-St. Paul served- as Subjettsi .thi:Otrfortianci of
_ -

the fifth grader* in Experiment 1 was liood enoti.te it& Aelifeem,
necessary to inelude subjects of:thie grade in Experiment.2. lour

children were dropped 'fro&the analysitt, one- first-gredergittliicai.use

1/5 of her latencies weh oirer 15 seconds, and two-fittit-igtidebOye

because of inattentiOn during the-session." Ifie"-kaisiiiini

were 12 boys and.-12 girl:11'st each,' of the' two Ade:16411G

ages of the 'experpsental samples were '6* years 10- liolielse; Vr;u1.4iii

of 6 years. I Months, rd' 7-years 21scidehs for this"firit diedif#14 4:Cite*"

11 months, With a range Of & Years:4 month* to'.9t yeaifl

tthe third gtade.

18
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-The apparatus and materials were the same he in Experiment twith

the following addition.,- A5 cm x 8 cm orle cm box with a button and a

light was'connected.to two timers (Hunter, *dale 100-C and 111-C)1

After eadh.trial had been described ththe child, the experimenter

pushed the-button. After a foui second tatervallhe light.came on,'at

which time the.experimenter said "Ready";.one second latir the light .

went off, at which time the expel:water said "Cc." Both theltiMer

box and.the timers were:plated under-thetable.so that otiy the_experi-

.

nentercould see theuu

Procedure . .

Pretratning session. The pretrataing session followed the same. '
: .

procedure as in Experiment 1.

Training session. (As ift Experiment 1, children were treined on

two C trials followed by an Rs and au RCd trial. Training on C trials

followed the same procedure as in Experiment 1 with these additions.

,The five-second think period was explatned at the end of the first C

trial's description wien the instructionss "Each time'I'll give you a

couple of seconde to gefready and think about what you're going tO do.

Think about what-you're going to..do. (Experimenter puehestutton on,

timer box.) Ready" Go." Towarct,the.end of the second C trial-fa

description the experimenter said, "Each tifia before yowatart wove:*

you to put your hend up here (ork. table) so you can get _to rhst.Yuttontr.,--

If you know which picture Donald sees.before_we talti the box off you'.

can put your finger on the button" (experimenter demonstrates):: After'

the child. completed each of the C trials, the following feedback lite

4
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;
given regardless 6f the correctness of the child's response. "That'.

right. (ort. / like the way you pushe.d the button, but this is _the

right answer). Donald'can see the bottles and this is..the picture

with the bottles, isn't it?" Training on the Rs trial wait the same

as in Experiment I except for the addition of the think period

instructions and the following, feedback given independently of the
3

correctness of .the-response: "That's right (or: 1 like the way.you

pushed die buttons, but this is the right anowor).. ktickny is here i

the same plece as DOnald. This (points to Ificke?-e.picture)

the dolls look'to Rickey and from that you can figure out whicli'oad f r

Donald sees." Training on the RC
d

trial had the same adetions as the'
,

Rs trial. Feedback on this trial consisted 'of "That"s;right _(Ort'

Ilike ;he 'way you pvshed the button, but this is the right aniFeir).

'There are a couple of waya'you--could.have figured this -onivont..: First,.
4,

Hickey is over there.in a different,place thari-DonaldThis:(points

to Xickey'avicture) is how the dolls look to IfiCkey4mi.frolt4that

,
can figure -out which one Donald .seee.' Also Donald 'eget. tee the bottris,

4ail he? And _this is the picture without the,bOttles."1-

Practice trials. After the training session tlw-childfisivifere givei

an R andEla RC. trial without feedback. 'After-We firit*'-tri$111.; eta ''"".

chLld

-d

was reminded: "Remember, push the tuttone as fait Ai You can and

if you_know which picture Donald sees before'W' take tlidcloie oft, yetbt'

can put your finger on .the button:" Ifitir the:Peace-glen cif this. Mafia .('''

the instructions before-eack" of thesh trial* was the)-ilame .as.in. the

-training session.

20
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Test trials. The number of trials and order of their presentation

were the same as in Experiment 1. 2 During the think peribd of each trial
- -the two experimenters independently noted the pomition of the'child's

,
rfingers relative.to the.response buttons-. Finger movements Were- coded

.
e in terms whether -the child's fingers iiere (1)* on his/her lap, (2) ,on

the table, (3) on the response board in between the buttons',.. (4) iexi:

to a button, or (5) on a-bniton.

Initif.a; After Completion of the test trials the chlid was

. questioned about how s/he solved the three types of trials. Before each

type of trial the child was imitructed, "After:irou'llinish this trial I'm
0

going to ask how you figured it out: OK?" The child'was then achaiais-
-

tered that type of trial and immediately asked in a staidardired fashion

what s/he thought about during the think period aid how i3/1;e chose hi:M/'

her answer. The order of questiohing was.C, Red, and Rs for ill children.

RESULTS

Response Correctness

The most important of the dependent measures examinea inthe two

experiments was response correctness.. It wss first used to find out

whether the subjectO seethed to construe rnle 2 and its'corollarY as

two distinct and'different rules or is' tWo'indi.ssociable-Párts oi the "

same rule. The former alternative would be_ etipported b3r 'two possible

findings. Firat, there might be little correlation, within subjectS

a each grade level, between, the number of 'Correct responaes on ale

four trials and the number of correct resPonses on ihe fouur 1c; trials.

Second,..sub ects_mightperfOrm_sysiematically latter on-'one rypi of` trial

than on the otr,. A result Of this second type would suggest that

Imo

one ruleieacuired'1ier, or at 'least becomes available io-4: use.
,

N21:
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on R*problems earlier, than the other. Product-moment correlations

between R
d
and R

s
scores within gradee 1, 3,'and 5 of Experiment 1 and

grades 1 and 3 of Experiment 2 were, respectively, -,05, .40, .69, .

.18, and .48. T-tests shoWed that the first.greders performed

significantly (2 < 01) better oil.% than. on Rs trials in,Experiment 1

and tear-significantly (2 < .06) betier inEXperiment 2; there were no

reliable differences in the three older groups. In.the two

experiments, a total of 10 first-graders and 2 third graders chose the

untagged picture on either 7 or 8 of the 8 R trials, thereby appearing ..

to solve
.

R
d

prpblems better than R problems. Inquiry data were'available

on 10 of these 12 subjects.. Of these 10, 8 reported,some version of

thd simple, nonperspectival rule that, on Rd and Rs trials alike, if

this (tagged) pitture is Mickey's, then the other (untagged) one,is

Donald's, e.g., "This is for Mickey, so this is.for Donald." Four

subjects who did not meet this 7/8 response Criterion alsc: verbalised

'the same rule during inquiry. (In contrast, only two subjects those .

° the tagged picture on 7 out,of 8 trials,.and neither verbalized shy sort

of always -ifck-the -tagged-picture rule in inquiry.) If we exclude from

the analyies only the 3 first graders in\Experiment 1 and the.4. in

Rxperiment 2 whu chose the untaggedoduite lesst 7 .tintes andalso

verbalized the abovvmentioned nonperspectivatsrule in inquiry, the first

'grade correlations become .09 and .52, respectively, andthe differences

between R and R scores in these two groups are no longer statistically-
s

reliable. There appears, therefore', to be noLcompelling evidence that
,

.

Rd and Re problems were perceived by the ChilAren as being tit* diffeTent

.types of problems or that one rule develops earlier ,than tle pOier.

22
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Accordingly, in all subsequent analysed Rd and Rs trials wand RCd and RCs
AP

trials have been 'collapsed into R and RC trials, respectively, and

"rule 2" will henceforth rfer Lundifferentiatedly to rule12 and its

*drollery. 01

Since there were only, two pictures to choose from on each trial,
*

' a subject could naturally be correct on 4 of the 8 trials a each type,,

b'y chance alone. A criterion ..of dt least.7 out of 8 trials correct'

was therefore adopted.and ten to reflect pod ability to use rule

2 ,on R prohlems 'and to Compute on C problem. Whieh of these two-

ab ilities criterion- pert okmance-IttiRCttLuiUflIeC.äüiof

course, not be determined without additional evidence. Tebtet l'shows
1

the number.of children in each grade.who met-this Criterion for *Act;

type of problem. In Experiment l'performance on each typd of problem

Interf Table, 1 about 'hiltre

improved with eget for k problems, X2(2) a 14.82, E, < .001;. for C

problems , X,2 (2) 13 6.41, E < .O5. and for RC problems, Xj(2) in 15.73, .

% .14.:..r.t4"
I< .001. 'It Is apparent that vefy few of the "first graders did well.,. :

- ._ ..
.. ,1'.-, -

.,/

on the R problems. In Experiment 2, none of the age,differences were ,

. . ,. .4 ....0,Af.. -,
,s. .

significant, although thare,as once again a tendency for the younger
. .. . ., , -.4 ,,

. ..

children to perford relatively more poorly ,on:the A p1ob1eid...4able' 1,, .
.

" ,

shows that the perforsiance ef ''the..first, and third grederp in Experiment .

2 was rather similar to that .of the third,alkd lift4 graders..in,Expeda
4-

ment 1, respectively,' both in. absolute-level i!ed .in_prof ilê, awe!
4 ti I 00 I, I

problems.. No sex differences were apparent in either experi sient.

A varietlof analyses of veriande were also 4carried oat on the, picture

choice ciata, but they added no neW information of interest. For example,'

_
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a 3(Grade) X 2(Sex) X 3(Problem: R vs. C vs.. -RC) analysis of variance

was computed'on the number of correct responses. in Experiment

Significant effects were found for Grade, 17 (2, 66) r18.41, 0005,

and Problem, F (2, 132) le 5,36, < .01, and the Grade X Prohlem

interaction, F (4, 132) la 2.45, The .comp.arablet .analieis of

the Experiment 2 data yielded only a .reliabla effect .'fol Problem,

F (2,, 88) se 7.22, E.< .005..

The desist of the R.and..0 problems .allord the. independent .

asiesstnent pA the ability 'to use.rule 2 and.thetability to -infer
. . _

perspectives in the normal fashion. The two abilities might, however,
'

be correlated within aubjecta of the same age. Fourfold contingency

tables were constructed showing the nunber of ,subjects in .eath:of -the .

fiye groups who did and did not meat the 7/8 criterion on each tof -the
.two types of problems. None of the five k

2 vaLues were signiaficant,

suggesting that there may be no age-independent aisociation between

the two abilities, at least iii this task setting "(these and all other'
i

chi-squares of df I. were- Yates-corrected) I

Resense Latency

A critical difference between the R and C problem went &at th'e

information needed to soive'R problend Was "evadable before the onset

.

1 of the trial, while that needed tO' isolve.C.'PretieniS Vate;Cni;l'ai'veilible.`I''':'
, .

, ,.-, . -,.. .. -. 7. ' r.,.c !Xt.': ..>"-4 0" ., Cr:. -
. at the onset of the 'trial, when array and pictures 'Were expotiad: C ,, . ,

problems typically requir",e4 eiVerai: seciritda'''tilo-:?olVit wid1144i tii:Ohlems'' ',

being "pre-solifeble," we. re often resitondid to .14 leass thin'imer iitcond
1 . .4 - 'i.. : ji .., 't .";eit.e.11,ler : , X ;., i.
after trial onset. Solving Our C Olobleie in less then one secdnd is

1

.%)
-.

_

.11

% ',. . . ...-;:." 6
k

--p
; .

A ..t:t 'W.." / 2'il If....lte:' I%

'Pie.: 4,4.1 , 1.1. : eg. ....1 1 .

,
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possible but difficult. In.the two experiments. a total of 960 C

problems were administered;-'611:1 three of these problems'were solved

in less than oe second, and one of. those three was solved incorPectly.
.

Ccnsequently, response latencies less than one second:were considered'

a probable indication of rule use.

:Table 2 shows the frequency distribution of the'number of children
- r . .

in each irate of the.two experiments classified according tO the numbet
4.

of response latencies less than one second (zerobrder) on the.R

problems. Children competent in using rule 2Aight be expected_to helm.

Insert Table 2.aboutlhere

zero -order response latencies 'on most.of the R problems; childrek-not

-
-e

competent in usini rule 2 miiht be expected to have'i itomer:order

esponsi.latencies on the R probleMs. 'Ad Táble4eihowd;'the'di;ki1ill-
... .

ritinS tend to' be bimodal,i,with more 'than half of ."thesubjects.
. ,

group showing either:0 or 7=4 zeroordeilatencies. Comparing the

number of children in ExperiMent 1 wlo hid-no ilero-ordertespoose

litencies with the number Who bad 7 or 4-ai-eich grade leiel'reVealed

an interactional pattern. Haifa the firbt ana'third itadeti bUt

, .e

tOly 5 pf the fifth griderd 'had notero-otder Idtencies; in contraSE,

1 first.gradet; 4'thifd graders, ind lefitihliaderl'had:et least.7.;-

..,
A similar pattern appeared in the*Oeriment 2 datar'Illirst graders

vs. 5 fifth irideri tiad 00 zeici-oidei4ltdidies'whereas)64i461rideri

4

. ..

vs. 14 third graderslieetie lassi: 7..ligti'Of iiied:Orsaiiscre. . ,
-

reliable:.1
2
(2)** I504),Avi::--;001'f4r ExperimMni Vend )?(I) 4 3.91,.

, ., .... . . p ! - , , .. . , . ..

for,Experiment 2.' In addition, #le number of!first ind,third '

. ..

i - %=t, _ _ _____

2§------------------

_

e
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%

graderd in Experimeht 2.in the'si categories ii-Again similar to the
. .

. .

number of third and tlfth,graders in Exerjment 1 in.these'Categoried,
.

,- -
. elpectivdly. Latenciesvere also reCorded on the two R Shd-two RC

. h 6... .-. 7.

training trials in Experimant4; 3 first graders and 12 third graders
.

... I

shoWed a zero -order .litehcy:on.et least one of these-four'trials...
. .

. . . .
.

. . .
. .

RC problems
,

allowed asieisment of chooeing to dse rule 2 that wayt.

,
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independent of the ability- td userule 2 as 88808844 by R. pubjems.
. .

,1 5

This allowed the identificatiOn Zt children wfio Cbuid uteAple 2 but.

did not when given.the'opportunity to'use computation InStead. There

proved-to be very fe4such childop, hdwelier. .Of the 127first graders
4

and.18 third graders in txPeriment 2 who could use r4ly'2 sccading
4 %. *,

oitr 7/8 response coriectness criteriw on' R trial4,b10 and 17, resec.
0.

tively, reported solving 'the Re inquiry trial'lly fule ratheV than by ,

computation. lidreover, the productrmament correlatiOns between a;le
.

riumber of zero-order responie latencies on theI and tge Rd! prâblems., '16

0

were: .86 for the iirsi graders, #91 for the third graders, *nd..95 f
. P .

for the fiithgraders in Experimat'l; .95 for the first,grader44_
4 4-

.89 for the thira graders inhxperintent 2. The,two halves. of each . , ,

block of six telt trials'each cohtained.one
.

The set or 24-test trials therefore made up

11,.. one C, and clef RC 1440..
.

a auccessiom of 8 oflhese.,;:
.

half-blocks. There,were 61 subjects ihthectwo experimantSFAo td :
% 0 -

both one or more zero-orcier latency Ltrials-and also.ona ormemmkairo.!*,_
.

. ,, .
, .

order latemcy RC%trials. The first short-latenq RC,criakocamrEA14,

4

;

,

in the same half-block as the first short4atenoy RC trial.,f0r-23 -..
4.,

subjeots, in the lust previous half-block.for.9.subjectst and:tono,..., ,

4

two, three, four, and five hatf»blocks later for,,respectivehre'lfe,'..,
. 3- :0

e

26
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8, 4, 2, and 1 subjects. There wps no tendency for these lattee29
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subjects to be.youngei than the other 31. Thus, although virtpally
re

all evbjects who solved R problems via rule 2 also solved.RC:problema

o
-the-same may,.some of.them may have also or instead computed,qn 'air .4.

' of mote-additional RC trials after beginning to use'ruls.Amr,1/414rials:. .

lhat is, some children did aipear to show the intermediate:solutioo
,

pattern mentioned in the introduction.

Thus far me have discussed two indicators of rule 2 use: response

correctness and response latency. As the interpretation of subjects'

behavior on Rd prehltres relies excliisively oiresponsejatency, it.ii

necessary tom:saline the relationship betWeonthe two, Product.ploment
_b

1

correlations between the numireof correct responses aod the outiber of

zero-order response latencies on.the R.problems were ..49.for thl,firdt

gradexe, .46 for the third graders, and .33.for,the..fifth gratiersit..in

'Experiment 1; .55 for the first griders and .62 for,the third graders
,

... ..-

" t

in Experiment i.

Inquir

° rr:....t*

Answers given to questions during the inquiry providey further'.

s4Ilence of ability to use rule k. Im.both exPeXteen. the answers
. A ,

,

were categorized as stating rule 2, stating an inappropriate rule (in

all but 00e case the nonperspectival rule that Donald always sees the

untagged picture), eteting no rule, and contradictory. Interraterielia-
,

bility for these'four categories c
number

dbmppted on all Subjects was .9r tfor .the. . ,

nutber of osteemants
of egreenents4dueber. of disagreements

first.gradeei, for.the third

gradersand 1.00.for the fifth-graders in Ezpviment.96 Or 1410

first graders.aod .96 ifor,the4third,graders,10,4OeTimpt ;. ;Since.:

few children ware categorized as stating an inappropris4 or contradiCtory

27
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rule, these cdtegorieewere subsequently cotbined with stating no rule.-

In Experiment 1, thepusber of children mho stated the rule significently

increased mdth age. Of the 21 first graders, 19'third graderi, and 24

fifth graders who received the inquiry in that experiment, 5 first

, gradla, 13 third graders, and 23 fifth graders stied rule 2,

x
2
(2) 25.44, 2:< .001. In Experiment 2, however, the number of children

who stated the rule did not reliably vari with age; 15 first graders

and 18 third graders did fo.

Finger Movementi

The Child's finger movements during the think period of eaCh trial

were independently coded according'to the five categories described in

the procedure section. Interrater reliability computed on all trials'

for 45 children.wa8 .99. Since the information needed to solve R

Problem was available before the onset of the trial, children able to

use rule 2 could get ready to respond rapidly by placing their fingeis
"r.

either next to or on the appropriate button. A chi-squart analysis

was performed on the nutber of Children in eaCh grade Oho did this'on

at least 4 of the 8 rule problems, provided that they did not d.s the.

spme on computation problems;'4 first:giaders and 11 third graders met

gia this criterion, x2(I) 349, p < .10.

. ,RespoTise Patterns

Meeting any of the followini three response criteria shoufd,reflect

./
at least sose understanding of rule 2 in m6st subjects: (1) 7 or 8

R tritla correct; (2) btating.rule 2 during inquiry; (3) 2 or more It'

trials with zeroTorder latencies, provided there was also no evidence

from inquiry or pattern of piCture.thoice8 that the snbject was probably

28
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following the Jonperepectival, untagged-picture strategy (this latter

:
xestrictAAft actually excluded only three subjects from meeting criterion

3). Anger movements did not prove to be a sufficiently sensitive,

measure of rule knowledge to be included as a fourth criterion, and -4

were in any.case only recorded in Experiment 2. Table 3 shows the

,nuMber of subjects in each'grade and experiment who met none,:any one,

any two, or all,threeiof these criteria; the eight.subjects in Experiment

.1 who had no'inquiry are plf course excluded. It is evident that the

$.

Insert Table 3 about here

.0

tendency to meet all three criteria increases with age and the tendency,
,

to meet none decreases wdth age, especially in Experiment ls in

Experiment 1, x2(61 i 22.16, I < .005, in Experiment 2, X2(3) 10 6.34,

z < .10. Table 4 show th) patterns of co-occurrence among the three

criteria. These diree coneingenck tables Indica* that the critOia
. .

Insert Table 4 about here

0

are highly correlated with one another over the total sample of 112

subjects; the correlations within each grade also tend to be moderate

to high (recall,,for example, the .33-.62 withinftrade rs between.

correct E trials and zero-order latency R trialsreported earliek).

hbre intelsting.are the nuMbers of subjects in the off-.celis bf

-
these three tables. As the left and center tables show, if a subject

. .
.

correctly solved ,7. or 8 R problems and/or had 2 ct nor... short-latency
. ,

R trials, s/he was exttemely likely to go on to verbena. rule know
.

ledge in the inquiry, in fact, a lev,subjects, spontaneously-ma-bellied

29
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this knowledge during the trainingfor test trials. These findings

suggest, that those rapid, correct responses were mediated by rule 2

knowledge rather than by something else. They also suggest that rule

ide-dering R trials ins a conscious, deliberate affair, at least for

many snbjects; the finger movement data also supports this interpretation.

On the other hand, thu entries in the lower left quadrants of the

left and center tables and the upper right quadrant of the right table.

indicate that consciousness of the rule case late rather than loon

for a nuOber of subjects, that is,: not until the last few trials or

even the inquiry. Of the 13 subjects who met only one of the three

criteria (Table 3), that one criterion was Inquiry in lO wises.

'Maly, the right table in Table 4 shows that 13 subjectsiresponded

correctly but siowly to R problems; moreover, 12 of these children

Iverbalied the rule during inquiry. Ne can think of several

1

fmasible exiaanations,for this curious response-pattern but have no
4

11

asis in thawavailable evidence for favoring any one or combination
,

them over others.

at.

1

These two experiments have suggested same interesting conolusions

lbout-both the psychological nature and the 'ontogenetic development of

e 2(different positions--different views) and its coronary (same,

DISCUSSION

p sition--same view). We shall discuis first their nature pnd sasequently
1

their development. In,contreet to rule 2 and rule 1 (Salitae & Pleven.,

476),there is little positive evidance:that rule 2.and.ita.edroIlary

i

flInction\psychologically as two distinct rules, at least in thie:age

ra ge andtask setting. Neither seemed acceseible to ehildren albre.easilyiT-

1
4

.

.1

or

\

at an 4rlier age than the other, and their use/nonusébilolving 1

1

\ 1
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probleme was at least moderately oarrelated in all but ,the Experi6nt 1

first grade group. This finding,is less predictable and self-evident than

it'may seem. In the first place, rule 2 daes not logically lapli its .

corollary or vice versa. Moreover, one can i6agine rule or took

variations that might differentiate.the two. For,instance, if S and 0 played

the roles that.04 and,02 did in our teak, young children might,accept the

S-0 variant of the corollary (i.e. S would consistently attribute S's

view io °when both are in the Same position),but not the S-0,variant Of

.

rule 2 (i.e., $ would not consistently attribute a different, non-S view

to ()when they are in different positions, perhaps because of egocentric,

lapses). In fact, it would be interesting to find out if there'll) alk,

systematic developmental ordering among these four acquisttionst that

is, among the Or 02 and °S-0 variants a both rule 2 and, its corollary.'k.

Even in the present, case, children might prove less s4eadfaat in
-L-2

their-adherence to rule 2 in coaparison to the corollary if the two Os'

positions were less clearly differentfrom one another than the 180o

separation used in the piesent experiments. It should'not be difficult

to explore such.poesibilities experimentally.

There was also a variety of evidence for the psythological reality

and salience of rule 2 (hereefier taken to include its.corollary).in the,

thought and behavior.of many of our child sibjects. Thi'older ones,-eer,

pecially, apPear to have (/) deliberately used it,*(2).consciously repr

resented it, and (3) strongly believed In it.
. r".

As to use, these subjetts correctly solved.perspeetivertakine prob-

leas Which requirAd the application of the rule.(Rprobless)..,Their ?try "

short reSponse latenciei on these prOhlems also-suggested the &liberator,. i

Es.) -

planful use of rule 2. Simdlarly, *masked in IneUiry to explain how

,o1

10
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they solved R problems, their verbal reports suggested that they bad indeed

. solved them-bi using rule 2. In soee bias the evidence for rule use ;as

particulaily strong. Examples include unbroken,strings of xero-order
4

latencies and correct responses that began With-the fiist R or RC training
4.

trial, spontaneous rule descriptions given prior to inquiry, and exclusive

references on the RC inquiry trial to tag and Observer locations *ether

than to equally visible observer-array relations.'"Saiatas and Revell

(1976) showed that many middle-childhood subjects have ki;owledge of-rate 20

Our study shows thetthey will also spontanaudli use tharknowledgeie

problem-solving situations that-only tacitly call'for

Mach of the evidence for deliberate .rule us* is alseieV/aaace for

its conscious representation, e.g., shortiatencies and deeerfitioni of:,

rule-based solution irocedures.. Particularly striking were **et -frequently

seen abrupt and irreversible 'changes from computationflength latencies

to zero-order ones on the nth R trial. Such.children acted for ell the verla

as if they had suddenly caught on to how'R problems couldbe solved , 4

( "I know the trick", exclaimed .one third grader). In view of the fedi

that chi/dren of this age are not generally credited with partiititirli
.1

good iqtrospective skills, it also seemed notewortky that more aubjects

met die verbal Inquiry criterion than either of the two nonWerbal ones

(Table 4).

Subjects' behavior on IC problems clearly shoWed that these who under-

stood and thought of using rule 2 on R preblemi'Weallif'placedit greet:-

deal of credence and trust in it. Within-01de cbtrolatlobiletweiu the

amber of 1 aitd RC short-latency trials raged from-.86- rule-

- ,
based solutihis to RC problems fieta frequently irepotted-lkluqUity. The'
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children obviously could
s

have:solved RC problems by directscomputation

rather than by amplying the rule. We had expected that many would, but
-

very few in fact did. tibia began applying the rule to RC problems about

the same time they began'applying it to P. problems; a few waited for one

or more tries before also solving RC Problems that way, possibly to check

rule-based picture choices against computation-based ones. One fifth grader

who solved RC problems by rule complained.in inquiry-that "sometimes it

slowed me down when you take the box off 'cause-sometimes tql-loOk at the .

dolls just becaUse you took the cover off".. Further-research would-be

necessiry to determine just how such faith subjects of different ages place

in the rule. One might test this faith by seeing haw they would respond

to false (counter-rule) empirical feedback about what each observer sees,

similar to what has been done in the so-called Piagetian "extinction"

studiee (Miller, 1971). . The data from the present study suggests that

rule 2 bay for many children have the cognitive abatis!' of a cOnsciously-
,

known, well-rationalized fact Of life, the sort of knowledge that should

be hard to extinguish.

In retrospect, our evidence even for rule knowledge seems more unerbir-

uous than that obtained by Relates end Flavell (1976). The child could see

the array.as well as the observers when answering their rule 2 questions,

as in our RC OrOblems. It was therefore at least possible for isubjiact in

their study' td ionclude that 01's picture could-not show 02's view bi simply,

iooking at 02 atitthe array and determining by computation that it does

not. In the present study, on the other hind, we know that a subject could- 1

not have'salved Mproblems by computation rather thdn by rule and also,

If RC latencies were zero-order, that sthe,did not.solsile RC probless that
.

liay either.

,
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As to the developmental aspects of the study, we face the usUal prOb

lens of cognitive-developmental diagnosis (Pleven, 1977, ch. 7): how to

make valid inferences about developmental differences in the rature, extent,

stability,. accessibility, utilizability, etc., of the cognitive entity under:

study- -differences between what younger and older children "have," cognitively,

and/0r hew they "have" it. We might begin by trying to bracket the:probable

range of knoWledge of rule 2 present-in our two child samples. Is it

possible that none of the subjects tested had rule 2? Conversely, is it

possible-that-all-of them-possessed-it? ---

As to the.first question, an argument might bemgde thatchildren who

appeared to be using rule 2 could'actually have been using some type of

wholly nonperspectival rule that yields,the same picture choices. For

anple, they night simply match position descriptors with picture descriptors',

that is, *am picture "goes with" me position, and different.picture

"goes with" different position. While some children Who responded se.though

.they'had used rule 2 may have actuallibeen wing acme such nonperspactival

rule, it is certain that not an did. Inquiry resporisea like "If hickey

sees the back (of the dolls) then Donald will have toiee the-front" were

not uncommon, and aurely attest4to a genuinely rule 2 solution procedure.

In short, the answer to the first queatio4 is "no." Acttially,,it seems pries

facie unlikely that many subjects' would have used the lomeOheteomplex:

difficult to rationalize nonpqrapectival rule jUst mentioned.. A4moreattrac-,

tive, sensible-seening alternative, especially to.* Young child, mould prob- .

4

ably be the single nonperapectival rule mentioned in-the Realonsneorrectnesa
r

eection, which was indeed used by some of the younger subjects.

The second queetion-is nore difficult to answer. It is certainly pos.,

sible that aoms children nay have known rule 2 at soma level but not have_
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shown this knowledge in.our task situation. The initial emphasis On view'

computation during-training, the strangeness and lack of ecological va1l4ity,

of Rprolems, or-other task factors may have prevented them from:bringing

to consciousness and/or using perspectival knowledgeetheyactually possessed.

The greater frequency of role use in ixperiment 2 than.in Experiment

especially at the first grade level,,shows.thartaek fadtors.can make a

differencelhere.. W believethat the intreduction of the.thinkperad

in Experiment 2 msy.have been.especialiy.facilitative: it sealed ,to
A S.

help teatime the'dhildri attendion.on.the task.at,rho_oneat,of eadh new ,

trial, and may-also, as intended., have.gotten-tha child to slo,emte- -

thinking about.how R. problemsgeigh solved-.0n the-oiherhand,:one-

wouldithink.thaeavene child *the had only a passablecommand 9f-rule 2

would give evidence of it esarhere in out.extended_and heterogeneous ,

testing procedure./.In both experiments, butparticularly.t4e second,

the lengthy pretraiiting ahd.training, the explicit', almost coaching-,
e

like instructions.and post-response exPlanations provided on the,initisl

R and RC practice trials, -ilia numerous- teat trials, and the careful

inquiry 7- all ok these cosbine -to -provide whet seems to -us -to have

been an-extremely hospitable setting fOr the expression of rule 2

knowledge. Although we obviously cannot prove it, these considerations

lead us to believe that at least the 8 first graders and 5 third graders

in Experiment 2 Who net none of the three criteria of rile 2 knowledge

(iable.3) had little if any potentially conscious understandini of

this rule. .

.

"The data suggest that there is some devilopmeni during the middle

. 1
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2. As just indicated, slime children showed no evidence at all of

knowing the =Ile,' even atcording.to what should be a diagnostically

sensitive Procedure.. Other' children- appeared to know it about al

,cleerly and completeli as this aseessment procedure could show

possibly. as well and fully as an adult would.' Still ethers fell at

various hard to order-points between these poles.' .Their" rule 2 .
. .

Mowledge seems to have been less readily'acceisible-, usable, orf
1

verbalimble than that of the second group. They -did not vim the rule .

.

in the early trials, did not use it to mediate quick cesponding;,:or

did. not articulate it in Inquiry. .

In slummy, a umber of our elementary school.subjects sees.to

have deliberately used the petspective-taking rule studied here in

solving both R and .RC problem, .to have been Consciously, aware of

its use, and to have believed it to be a wholly, trustvortby.lguitie to.

problem solution. There also 'appear to have been :developiental and

individual differences in awareness and use of the vole: -nom
4%.

c,

children gave no evidence of either, others- gave ahople evidence of 1

,
both, and still others showed variotisi.intermedinte levels of perw

e
: ezformance. .(

. "' ' s
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'While rule I has no exceptions, rule 2 could, especialliwith one-
.

J

object 10. Au extrene case woad be 1: a sphere, uniformly illuminated

from all sides: an obeerver's visual experience of.it is thissame from

all station,points.

2Thrciugh inadvertenci, the 'six possible ordera of presentinethit

three types of problins.were not equally distributied acrossgrade and

sex in either experiment. Poasible order offectswire most likely to be-
.

_

caused by the Chiidteiobtaining the corteet answer forthe tpreblem.

from a. Amedistely preceding1Cproblem, which was possible on three

of the six orders.. However, the distribution of correct FL responses

within eachograde on these three orders proved to be almost:identical. to

the distribution of.correct responses witbin'each grade on the Other-.

three orders. In addition, a onetwiy analysis-of variance amoeg.the six

4
orders-(collspeing scram, grade and d4d not teach an acceptable

level oS significance.
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Table i

Number of .Children in Each Grade

Mho Net the 7 -oist-of 8 Crieerion

For Eg.h ProbleM Type

Proilem TYpe

RC

Experiment 1

1 24 4 13 10

24 13 16 22

17 21 19

Experiment- 2 - r

1 .24 t 12. 19 20

24 . 18 18 18

Cl

V

s.
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Table- 2

4
Number of Children in Each Grade

Classifiei According to the Number
b

Rules 7 -

,

38 '

of Zero-Order Response Latencies on R PrOblems N.

Number of Zero-Order Response Latencies

Experiment

1

.

..

z

. 2

Grade

1

3

5

1

3

n
.

24

24

24

24

24

0

0

12

12

5.

11

.,
5

1

3

2

3

2

2

2
.2,

2
77

: 1

- 3.

0

0

,

s

I

3

2

1

1
.

1

0

6

4

3

0

0

0

2i

5 6 7 . 8

.

1, 0 1 0

3 1 0 4

0 2 4 6
..

2. 2 0 . 4

0 -,3 11

*4

a

1

6 .

:

>

40
110



Table 3

Nunber of Children ia Bath Gtade 114eting

Various &sabers of Criteria ofaulel linowledge

Rules
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Nuaber.of Criteria !1St

Expeement Grade n 0 1 2 3

21 14. 3 - 2 2

3 6 2 4; 7

5 24, 1 4 5 14

1 247 8 4 3 9
2 .

3 24 5 0 4 15.

r
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Table 4

Number of Children Meeting (+) and Not Meeting (-)

Pairvise Covb.inations of the Three Rule 2 Criteria

Itiquiry Inquiry ,Correct

+ - + - + ew

- e

Rules 4* o-.

40

+ 59 2 +- 52 3 1
io.
,,,c) +. 48 7.

e . 5
- 15 36

1.1

4 - 22 35 4 - 13 44
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